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ABSTRACT: Motorway restaurant bridge buildings began to be erected along Italian motorways in the second
half of the Twentieth Century. The Mottagrill in Limena by Pier Luigi Nervi and Melchiorre Bega, built in 1967, is a
peculiar example of this architecture for the role of reinforced concrete construction. It stands out for the unitary concept of design and building techniques resulting in the efficiency of the structural system, the expressivity of the large exposed concrete elements, and the control of the building sequence during construction.
These features and the affinities between the Limena design and the experimentation carried out by Nervi on
motorway restaurants for the Motta company in the previous years highlight Nervi’s central role in this development.

INTRODUCTION
Motorway restaurants built in Italy between 1955 and the early 1970s during the development of the Italian
motorway system stand out among motorway facilities for their architectural and construction features. These
buildings, also known as autogrills, were conceived to provide comfort and services to motorway travelers.
They were developed by a restricted group of designers on behalf of the largest restaurant chains (in particular, Motta and Pavesi). Two basic typological solutions are most frequently found in the repertoire of buildings:
the side pavilion and the bridge structure. Special importance should be attributed to the buildings with a
bridge structure – a dozen throughout Italy – since at that time they represented a unique architectural solution in Europe. Construction features of bridge autogrills rest on modern building techniques, supported by the
engineering importance of this building type and testified by the use of metal structures and concrete casts.
Pier Luigi Nervi, who designed the Mottagrill in Limena together with Melchiorre Bega in 1967, played a key role
among the designers of these buildings. Nervi’s works testify the transfer of experimental concrete design and
construction techniques – so far employed in major works in Italy – into utilitarian applications, such as the autogrills.
Such approach originated from the Italian building context of the 1950s and 1960s, which was characterized
by major engineering works. These works testify a privileged position of the Italian production, at an international level, as a result of the consolidated experimentation and research on concrete started in the period
between the two world wars (Poretti,2008; Iori,2005). The results of this experimentation are present in concrete
bridge autogrills and, in particular, in the bridge building of Limena.
The aim of this study is to highlight the central role played by Nervi in his collaboration with Melchiorre Bega,
during the design and development of the Mottagrill, as well as the peculiarities of this building within the
framework of reinforced concrete bridge autogrills.
A CATERING MACHINE ON THE TORINO-TRIESTE MOTORWAY
The Limena’s Mottagrill apparently dates back to the last years of the most fruitful period of buildings development along the national motorway system. Designed by Pier Luigi Nervi and Melchiorre Bega and built
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Figure 1: The Mottagrill along the Torino – Milano motorway
along the Torino-Trieste motorway, near Padova, Mottagrill was opened in 1967. The Motta restaurant area
was a bridge building with a reinforced concrete structure. The project of Limena by Nervi and Bega is the final act of a long-lasting collaboration between Nervi and the Motta company which began at the end of
1961, when Nervi accepted the task of designing a Mottagrill. The designs submitted by Nervi included a panoramic revolving platform and a bridge building in Greggio along the Torino-Milano motorway, both of which
have never been developed. The collaboration between Pier Luigi Nervi and Melchiorre Bega started in 1965
according to the available archive documents; until then, Melchiorre Bega had been the main architect of
Motta restaurants. The project by Nervi and Bega was developed in 1967 by the building company Nervi &
Bartoli.
The Limena’s building is the second and the last large bridge building restaurant ever built by Motta along the
Italian motorway system. It displays the same functional features of the first one designed by Melchiorre Bega
and erected in the area of Cantagallo, near Bologna, along the Autostrada del Sole. Like that of Cantagallo,
the Mottagrill in Limena includes, besides the restaurant, shops and facilities for travelers. The know-how developed by Bega on the functional, management and communication aspects of the design of motorway restaurants is fundamental in his collaboration with Pier Luigi Nervi. The analogy of the functional diagrams of the
two buildings, in fact, is the expression of the architectural and business model of the motorway catering machine developed by Bega for Motta. The model is based on a differentiated distribution of spaces devoted to
short and long stops and on the spatial definition of environments that are carefully designed and detailed for
feasible execution. The articulated volumes of the two side bodies holding reception services and the long
central trunk of the panoramic restaurant on the bridge level should be interpreted in this perspective. Bega
pivoted the identity image of the Motta autogrill chain on these basic elements, which are also fundamental
features of the Limena project.
Dimensional data indicates the importance of the Limena’s restaurant building which consists of two low side
bodies and a 75 meter-long bridge body at a height of 8.70 meters above the road level. The total height of
the building is 13.55 meters.

Figure 2: The Mottagrill under construction
BRIDGE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
The architecture of the Mottagrill is significantly characterized by the exposed structure in reinforced concrete
of the bridge building. The static diagram consists of a central bay with a 42.50 m span located between two
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couples of columns and two side 16.25 m long overhangs (CSAC a). Intermediate and roof floors are supported by two 5.50 m high reinforced concrete deep beams placed at a distance of 12.60 meters from each
other.
According to the static diagram designed by Nervi the bridge structure is supported by the southern couple of
columns by interposing a neoprene base plate. The other couple of columns is connected to the bridge structure with cast-in-situ concrete (CSAC b). The four columns are 8.98 m high. Each column is profiled so as to
connect the cruciform section of the base (longer arm 3.85 m and shorter arm 1.80 m) with the rectangular
head (2.00 x 0.60 m) by means of ribbed hyperboloid surfaces (CSAC c).

Figure 3: Column profile with standard section (left) and joint with bridge structure (right)
Intermediate and roof floors have a 12 m span. The intermediate floor consists of precast concrete elements
(tavelloni) and overlapping in-situ concrete casts. The roof floor consists of girders and hollow blocks. The two
external transversal walls are connected to the deep beams by means of cast-in-situ concrete.
Each deep beam has thirteen polygonal glazing openings to light the restaurant hall. The beam design was
based on a photoelastic analysis carried out at I.S.M.E.S. (Istituto Sperimentale Modelli e Strutture) in Bergamo.
During the 1930s, Nervi had already started his static experimental studies on the behavior of ribs or loadbearing elements through stress distribution analysis and deformation measurement. In the post-war period,
Nervi carried out photoelastic experiments in collaboration with I.S.M.E.S. focusing on structural stress distribution and stress concentration. In the Limena case, structural gaps of the beams were identified through photoelastic analysis; based on the principle of correspondence between shape and static function, such gaps
have been adequately used to place properly dimensioned polygonal openings.
The structural concept adopted in Limena is based on the studies carried out by Nervi in 1964 for the Mottagrill
in Greggio, along the Torino- Milano motorway.

Figure 4: Concepts of the Mottagrill of 1964. Focus on the curtain wall
The initial design of 1964 contemplated eight columns placed in couples so as to form four transversal frames
dividing the whole building into three bays with two overhangs at each ending. The largest bay spans over the
motorway lanes for approximately 38 m. The columns in couples extend to bear the two floors with cellular
structure and orthogonal ribs as well as the intrados and extrados connecting slabs. The Mottagrill in Greggio –
like other bridge buildings developed so far by Motta and Pavesi – has glass curtain walls overlooking the mo-
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torway (DARC a). The profiles of the eight columns are shaped between 0 level and +5.00 level so as to connect – through sections of ribbed hyperboloid and triangular surfaces – the circular section of the base and
the cruciform section of the head located at the intrados of the floor of the bridge level. As stated by Nervi in
his project technical report, this solution guarantees a column shape corresponding “to the minimum bending
stiffness at the base and to the maximum bending stiffness at the top, as it is required to reach adequate
transversal and longitudinal joint with the floor”.
In a second design hypothesis, the structure of the bridge building approximates to the static solution actually
adopted in the Limena service area. In this case, in fact, the design contemplates two couples of columns
with a single bay over the motorway and two side overhangs. The four columns support two 5.50 m high reinforced concrete deep beams connected to the intermediate floor and the roof floor of the bridge building;
this solution ensured, as stated in the project technical report of November 1964, “a very simple and efficient
structural system with a particular and attractive architectural effect”.
The restaurant area is free from any intermediate bearings so as to ensure the most functional flexibility for
space distribution. Glass curtain walls are replaced with large openings in the deep beams. Thus, the appearance of Motta motorway restaurants, which had been characterized by Bega’s elegant metal frames, underwent significant change. The expressive efficacy of Nervi’s architecture characterized by a few, decisive structural shapes was applied to the Greggio Mottagrill project which was, however, never actually built.
Nevertheless, the typical features of Limena’s Mottagrill had been already defined.
NERVI’S CENTRAL ROLE
The project of the Mottagrill in Limena was strongly influenced by Nervi. A proof of that can be found in his
continuous research on autogrills and is further confirmed by the analogies between the Mottagrill project and
the central elements of his works.
Nervi approached the design of autogrills by matching design and construction aspects in a unitary framework. Such approach is expressed, as it happens in his whole production, in different features of the adopted
work methodology. The design is carefully examined through his knowledge of the behavior of structural elements reproduced in models. Nervi’s careful observation of practical construction aspects enabled him to
draw suggestions for the evolution of building techniques. His research on the strict correspondence between
shapes and functions of structural elements and his experimentation on the use of precast and cast-in-situ
concrete applied to his studies on autogrills are the result of his observations. The design of the panoramic revolving platform of 1961 and the subsequent bridge solution applied to the project of Limena reflect these aspects.
Such design approach encompasses the interpretation of modern building materials and techniques as a
precondition for the expressive and figurative contents of the works, being in perfect line with the modern architectural programmatic trends and techniques which is common to all the Italian autogrills. The structural
elements strongly characterize the architectural quality of the Limena building and express themselves both in
the enhancement of its structural functions, as testified by the four large columns and deep beams, and in the
definition of technical-constructive details, as well as in the control of each building stage of concrete elements.
Nervi’s long experimentation on exposed concrete elements already started in the design of the Unesco building in Paris in the 1950s and subsequently in the projects of the Stadio Flaminio and the Palazzo dello Sport in
Roma, as well as of the Palazzo del Lavoro in Torino. Such works are peculiar for the expressivity of concrete
smooth surfaces which did not need any finishing, since casting and striking activities were carefully performed
(Nervi,1965, pp. 41-44).
The same careful attention to the design and construction of structural elements was also applied to the minor
Mottagrill project. Exposed concrete elements were constructed by employing ad hoc designed formworks
and outlining construction details necessary for preserving structures, smoothing their surfaces and enhancing
their expressivity. In particular, in the case of the large columns, ad hoc designed wooden formworks were
used to shape column profiles. In fact, Nervi used a ribbed hyperboloid to make the geometry of the columns
compatible with the wooden formworks. The formworks were made up of boards with horizontal and vertical
slats of variable size and with exposed nails (CSAC d). The casting of each element was divided into three
stages. Construction joints were smoothed and finished with 3 cm moldings dividing the profile of the column
into three parts. The fluting of the transversal walls was made through the formation of moldings which divided
the surface into two portions. To facilitate striking, mould oils were spread over formworks. Subsequently, exposed concrete surfaces were treated with compressed-air sandblasting in order to remove residual defects.
At the same time the Limena Mottagrill project stands out for the adoption of solutions aimed at rationalizing
the construction sequence of structural elements, as testified by the techniques employed for the roof floors of
the two side low bodies which complete the restaurant section.
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Figure 5: The concrete column. Focus on the formwork design
The experience developed by Nervi in the experimental research on formworks, aimed at ensuring greater
freedom and rapidity in the erection of concrete structural elements (Mornati, 2008), was also applied to the
Limena project.
Roof floors of the two side bodies were erected with ferrocement formworks mounted on suspended scaffolds.
The process was directly developed by Nervi and was employed for the first time in the Nuova Manifattura Tabacchi in Bologna (Nervi,1965, p. 43). The purpose of the formwork system was to rationalize roof construction
stages thereby reducing work times and improving concrete surface finish. The application of the system implied the construction of the floor systems in modular bays which were more suitable for the industrialized construction process. In Limena the roof of each side body, with a 800 sq.m area and a frame consisting of main
and secondary beams, is organized in seven standard bays, each bay consisting of three 5.90x5.90 m square
modules (CSAC e). Formworks for the standard bay were assembled at the ground level using a single side
module and a central semi-module, in consideration of the symmetry of the basic element. In order to facilitate fitting and striking on the scaffold, the form of the single module was then divided into four parts which
were subsequently firmly bolted and placed on the bridge. The surface of each module was stiffened by
means of curvilinear ribs. Formwork reinforcement was achieved through a mesh reinforced at the ribs joints.

Figure 6: Standard bay of roof floor of side low bodies. The roof of each side body has a 800 sq.m area
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The modules of the standard bay were placed on separate, suspended scaffolds. The modular design of the
intrados, without any surface finish, separated the various roof panels. In this case, due to the presence of serial structural elements, traditional formworks were not necessary in the procedure adopted by Nervi.
Therefore, such procedure conjugated the principle of rationalization of the in-situ working with the expressivity
of structural elements, which therefore played a key role for the quality of the architectural space.
Genius in the development and control of the roof floor structural elements had already been smartly conjugated, even though with different technical solutions, in the 1961 revolving autogrill project (DARC b).

Figure 7: 1962 revolving autogrill. Functional diagrams (left) and roof floor with isostatic ribs (right)
In that case, the design contemplated a roof with a floor system with isostatic ribs devised by Nervi, where ribs
were arranged according to the lines of force of the main static moments of the structure. This system conferred great expressivity to the whole space highlighted by the curvilinear and irregular pattern of the ribs. The
architecture of the roof of the panoramic platform, which was the result of the system of forces of the structure
is a singular interpretation – although never actually developed – of the modernity of motorway spaces inaugurated in Italy by the series of autogrill buildings of those years.
CONCLUSIONS
The affinities between autogrills and the leitmotivs of Nervi’s production of that period are more markedly highlighted if the Limena project is considered in the light of the studies carried out by Nervi on such types of works.
Parallely, a more detailed observation of the design of autogrills highlights the continuity of such research in
the Limena project, in the light of which Nervi’s collaboration with Melchiorre Bega should be considered.
Bega’s know-how of cultural and technical aspects of the design theme developed during his collaboration
with Motta as its institutional designer is the ‘guide wire’ to interpret the Limena project. Nervi’s genius intervened in this framework of knowledge and experience suggesting, through construction methods and instruments, an original interpretation of the design theme that was promptly grasped by Bega, who was constantly
concerned about the feasibility of designs; this concern was typical of his double nature of designer and producer of objects and architectures. In any case, the two designers shared a common interest in modern construction, albeit with different expressions and different sensitivity. Based on this common cultural matrix, they
defined working methodologies and objectives and autonomous experimental design themes that emerged
as the fundamental features of the Mottagrill architecture.
The unitary vision of design and construction issues that are typical of the Limena Mottagrill, highlights the central role played by Nervi, which is confirmed by the expressivity of the large structural figures emerging from the
Mottagrill architecture. The evolution of Nervi’s studies on bridge buildings had already shown the peculiarity
and originality of his vision in 1964. His last documented design of the Mottagrill project in Greggio demonstrates that he gave up the static diagram with transversal frames and the lightness of glass curtain walls overlooking the motorway. Therefore, Nervi set aside one of the design and constructive paradigm that had characterized the modernity of autogrill spaces up to that moment. Bega also, in the Cantagallo Mottagrill, had
proposed an elegant metal frame to define the lightness and transparency of the glazed walls overlooking the
motorway. Hence, the consolidated approach in the series of combined-structure (steel-reinforced concrete)
autogrills had already been set aside by Nervi in his studies for the Greggio project. Nervi in fact, decided to
transpose the features of a structural and construction system, obeying the laws and principles of concrete
techniques, into the design of that work.
Nervi’s design, which culminated in the collaboration with Bega in the Limena project, coincided with a strong
change of the bridge building’s design theme accomplished by an interpretation of the techniques used in
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concrete working. This spirit of change can be found, although with milder expressive and figurative impact, in
the Pavesi bridge building autogrill in reinforced concrete erected in Novara by Angelo Bianchetti.
Nervi’s contribution to the new cultural approach to modern materials and building techniques adopted by
designers and clients to reach architectural excellence in the development of the autogrill series in Italy
started from the Limena project. This new cultural approach was flanked by a debate on the modernization of
building techniques which, starting from the post-war period, characterized the Italian architectural context
with different outcomes and also affecting the autogrill building series. The endeavors for a real evolution and
industrialization of building techniques were limited by a prevalently craft approach characterizing also the
architectural production of the 1960s. The Limena project in 1967 is an outstanding example within this framework for the importance attributed by Nervi to the structural design and his critical observation of in-site construction practices. The Limena project was the premise to transfer the spatial and constructive potential of
concrete building techniques, making Nervi’s major works famous at an international level, to these building
typology.
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